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Quantitative approaches to inflectional systems have become widespread, particularly in
relation to the Paradigm Cell Filling Problem (Ackerman et al. 2009), which captures how,
even in morphologically complex languages, speakers can produce any form in a lexeme's
paradigm on the basis of an incomplete input. Information Theory (with its core notion of
entropy) has provided the theoretical background for a lot of empirical research in this
domain in recent years (e.g. Milin et al. 2009, Ackerman & Malouf 2013, Stump & Finke
2013, Sims & Parker 2016, Cotterell et al. 2019). Stump and Finkel (2013), for example,
introduced a series of metrics that capture different aspects of an inflectional class system’s
complexity (i.e. of how easy/difficult it is to infer some forms on the basis of others). These
included static and dynamic principal parts, different kinds of predictability and
predictiveness, etc.

So far these metrics have chiefly been used to assess synchronic states. Here we explore
their potential for capturing patterns in language change and phylogenetic relatedness.
Specifically, we probe different aspects of an inflectional system for their stability within one
language family, Romance, and for the degree to which they distinguish this family from
unrelated and less closely related languages. Drawing on Beniamine et al. (2020), and other
sources (Bonami et al. 2014, Calderone et al. 2019, Barbu 2009, Kirov et al. 2018, Perea &
Ueda 2010), we compiled a database with 100 cognate verbs in 7 Romance languages. On
the basis of this, we calculated Stump & Finkel’s (2013) predictive complexity measures (and
some additional ones), and evaluated the variability

Figure 1: IC traits in Romance, other Indo-European, and unrelated languages



of each of them within Romance against the background of the variability observed in
genetically diverse inflectional systems.

Based on their observed values (see Figure 1), Romance appears to be different from the
control sample in most variables in the mean, variance, or both. Difference in variance is
particularly interesting because it might suggest differences in relative diachronic stability
and as phylogenetic signals of relatedness. Figure 1 shows e.g. that measures like cell
predictability and number of distillations show low dispersion in Romance (i.e. high stability),
while others, like density of static or dynamic principal parts, show a comparatively large
variability (i.e. diachronic instability).

To probe the distinctiveness of Romance further we submitted all variables together to a
principal component analysis. The first two components cover over 60% of the variance.
They show that Romance verbs have a similar profile and vary within a comparatively small
range in the overall design-space (Figure 2), thus further suggesting that these measures
are capable of preserving a diachronic signal under the right circumstances.

Figure 2: Clustering of inflectional systems in Romance and other languages

If the diachronic stability of (some) paradigmatic predictability relations were confirmed (e.g.
if these results were replicated in other families/inflectional systems), entropy and other
quantitative traits of inflectional systems could be usefully harnessed by historical
morphologists to inform debates on the cognacy and genetic relationship of specific
(sub)systems (i.e. tenses, inflection classes, or languages) when the traditional philological
or comparative evidence is insufficient or controversial.
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